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James R. Lines: Thank you. It's my pleasure to be here again at the Gabelli conference. We were away 
for a few years, so thank you for inviting us back. This afternoon, we’ll provide a brief introduction into 
Graham and then open it up and do the more important Q&A.  Keep in mind that we may make some 
forward-looking statements so please read our safe harbor statement within our slide deck.  
 
Just as a brief overview of who and what Graham is, we are an engineered to order (“ETO”) custom 
fabricated equipment and solutions provider. The key markets that we serve are crude oil refining, 
chemicals and petrochemicals, the power generation market and also the U.S. Navy for the defense 
industry. 
 
For the four quarters that ended December 31, revenue was $81 million and, by end market 
segmentation, about 30% of the sales were into the chemical industry, roughly 25% into oil refining, 15% 
power generation and the other one-third was into Navy and our other markets. 
 
We do have a dividend. We pay $0.36 per share dividend annually which currently is just under 2% yield. 
Institutional ownership of our shares is high, about 75% of our shares oustanding. Most importantly, our 
fiscal year end is March 31, so we're wrapping up fiscal 2018 in about five weeks. 
 
We segment our business a couple of different ways. One is large projects, which represent about two-
thirds of our sales. The average selling price is nominally $1 million, or a little bit below that. But the order 
size could range between $250,000 to projects that could be $20 million or $30 million. Our typical lead 
time for that type of project in our commercial business is nine to 18 months from order to shipment. For 
naval work it could be two to five years in duration in our backlog. 
 
Short cycle orders, which represent about the other one-third of our sales, they have an average selling 
price of under $10,000, with the range of pricing between $500 and $250,000. Here the lead time is 
between in and out in a couple days to in and out in about six months. What really drives our top line 
typically is the large order work and those are the ones that typically have the press releases as well. 
 
Strategically, the markets that we address that I cited earlier are markets that have a variety of different 
drivers. One driver is new capacity. Second, we like to be where there is an opportunity to garner 
additional business from investing in existing brownfield sites to revamp some retrofits. Then we also 
provide parts for the replacement segment of the market as well. 
 
So crude oil refining and oil processing which, over a long period of time is about one-third of our sales, 
have our three biggest drivers. We derive significant revenue opportunity for new capacity globally. For 
revamps or addressing bottlenecks with retrofits, that's principally a North American opportunity, but we 
see it in our international markets as well. And because the services are rather corrosive and very 
demanding there's a nice spare parts and replacement parts aspect to the refining business as well. So 
all three segments of the refining space drive opportunity for Graham. 
 
That's not always true in the other segments. Chemical and petrochemicals, that has a significant 
demand driver around new capacity globally. With the shale plays, we're seeing a nice resurgence and 
investment in North America. We don't see a great deal of revamp and retrofits but we might see restarts. 
Again, that accompanies the benefit of low cost natural gas here in North America. Also, this industry in 
the chemical sector provides a very nice level of aftermarket replacement units and replacement parts.  
 
U.S. Navy, we view that as all new capacity. We don't see meaningful spare parts or revamps or retrofits.  
 
Power, we see revamps and retrofits and parts principally through the nuclear product line of our 
business.  
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For alternative energy there could be new capacity but it's not such a needle driver as refining and 
petrochemicals. And our other business could be edible oils, could be secondary derivatives that are 
downstream of chemicals. That's significant around the capacity and also parts business. 
 
What's important is there's a good amount of our work that is derived from the installed base. We're a 
company that's had 88 years of business with a very rich installed base. We have a service group that 
focuses on the installed base and that's been very meaningful. Throughout a down cycle and importantly 
into an expansion cycle, we're very fortunate to have that rich installed base. So we do spend a lot of time 
thinking about how to capture more opportunity from the installed base, not just our equipment, but also 
our competitors’ equipment. 
 

What differentiates Graham is how we go to market. The equipment that we provide is very specialized. 

There's an element of technical knowhow and how to apply it to enable the end user to meet their 

operating objectives. We've built a customer facing platform that provides an immense amount of 

consultative support. Before equipment is bought, as an end user is conceptualizing their next refinery or 

how to revamp an existing refinery, as an example, our technical resources are there to support them. We  

look at CapEx, OpEx, trade-offs for design consideration, scoping the best way to integrate our 

equipment into the process. We don't get paid for that. We provide that as a service. The market pulls on 

us for that, because we build that platform so effectively. We do feel we get rewarded with respect to the 

margin that we garner on the equipment sale or our capture rate. So we do derive a benefit. We're just 

not paid for it initially. 

 

Also a key differentiator in the Navy, in the refining space, in the petrochemical space, it’s almost a rite of 

passage, is our ability to execute a very complex, very laborious project management specification that’s 

intense. Not every industrial has built an operations model to be able to do that. And what we hear from 

our customers is, sometimes they must place an order with a vendor such as Graham even though we're 

rarely lower in price. But we know what to do, we know how to execute these contracts. And invariably, 

these types of contracts have issues that arise. As a tactical matter arises, a scope change that arises 

driven by our customer, we have a model and the aptitude to be able to do that efficiently. Not all 

businesses are able to do that. And we have an attitude and the mentality of – let's get back on track and 

not make every issue the customer’s issue. Let’s find a way to resolve this, get back on schedule, 

develop a win-win solution. And think about the project first, not ourselves. 

 

So that's really been a behavioral differentiator and how we might separate ourselves from our 

competition. Also our operations model is not a typical industrial operations model. A typical industrial 

might be more characterized as high volume, low mix. We’re the opposite of that. We’re low volume, very 

customized, unique orders with high variability, rarely are two alike. So it’s a very different operating 

model. And also because of the custom element in the ETO model, there's a fair amount of engineering 

change that goes on, when we're into detail design at fabrication. Not driven by us but driven by our 

customer. Because they haven't settled on plan design, and therefore, you have to have a flexible 

operating model to not make those changes a customer pain point, but understand that's the nature of 

doing business with a customer in these markets. And we have to do so in an adept way and in a way 

that is in the best service to the customer, and we do that very, very well with our low volume, high mix 

model. 

 

And then lastly, we do build very large weldments. Not quite the size of this room, but sometimes about 

half the size of this room. And customers demand very exacting dimensional tolerances to thousandths of 
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an inch. And we have a capability, our workers have the capability to produce that reliably, predictably 

and consistently. And not every fabricator, not every industrial has that capability.  

 

We continue to invest in ourselves. We think about improvement levers for top line growth, profit 

improvement, reducing our earnings volatility, and driving greater value creation for our customers. So 

one of the things we're looking at of course, is how do we compress lead time? How do we go from order 

to shipment more quickly? We've been focused on that. That's a profit improvement lever and that's a 

great customer satisfaction lever.  

 

We’re also focusing more in the office on first pass yield, making sure that the work is done correctly the 

first time. And having a zero defect attitude, don't accept inferior quality, don't produce inferior quality at 

your workstation. And the workstation could be your desk, your computer system. And don't pass on 

inferior quality. That's really gaining a lot of traction inside of our company. 

 

And the fabric by which we're doing that is our continuous improvement mode, which is built upon 

Franklin Covey’s 4Ds of execution, and also from the University of Wisconsin. One of the tenets is quick 

response manufacturing, which is deploying quick response office cells. If you thought about some other 

industrial business or Graham probably five years ago and earlier in our history, work moves through our 

company sequentially. Engineering function A would complete their work pass it into another department 

for detailed design. Function B would pass it into another department such as quality assurance for 

function C, a sequential move. And sometimes there were rework loops because function A didn't 

understand exactly what function C meant. The simple tenet of quick response office cells is that you 

colloate all of those skill sets together. So they attack the project together at the same time. There’s cross 

training, there’s information sharing and there’s a collapsing of the lead time. So we’ve seen with the 

Quick Response Office Cell concept, office lead time coming down by 20% to 30%, depending upon the 

product. So that’s been very powerful. 

 
And the 4Ds of execution is a methodology with which we can unlock the capabilities of our employees 
with a process that helps connect them to our strategies. For lead time reduction, it gives them a tool and 
an empowering process to drive those decisions. In the past, leadership, including me, I never welded 
anything. I don’t know how to weld or do their job more efficiently. But they do. So this is a process that 
enables them to have a voice, to understand the overall mission. But within that overall mission, they can 
drive decisions to improve operating performance and they have a voice. And it’s actually unlocked an 
immense amount of latent capability that we’ve never tapped before. I find that to be very transformative. 
 
We’re also investing to improve our sales structure in the customer facing side of our business, more with 
the number of personnel and how we manage the accounts. We’ve had a strong CapEx program over the 
last decade that’s focused on each of those top levers. We really have a simple CapEx strategy. We 
operate under the theory of constraints. What’s choking our business? What’s throttling our throughput? If 
we’re investing in something that’s not pacing us, it serves us a little good. 
 
So we look at what’s choking our lead time, what’s choking our throughput. We put resources – effort and 
people and money – towards that to unlock that capability and then move to the next thing. And that’s an 
immense benefit just thinking about the business that way, with a theory of constraints concept for CapEx 
deployment. 
 
As it was cited earlier, we have $74 million on our balance sheet that we intend to put to work, that we 
wish to put to work, principally for M&A, that will help us across the four improvement levers. We’ve been 
at this now for a few years, with the team focused on that. And we continue to have a very clear focus on 
putting our capital to work in that manner.  
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We wrapped all this around our performance management process driven by our HR team to connect 
everyone and performance management to the corporate goals. That has been another remarkable 
enhancement to managing our workforce. 
 
Here’s our physical structure. We have a corporate headquarters in New York, between Buffalo and 
Rochester, wherein we have four or five global sales managers that are responsible for different regions 
of the world. Our primary operations are there as well.  We have a Houston sales office that takes care of 
our U.S. Gulf Coast region. We’ve just put in place a few months ago a Gulf Coast Performance 
Improvement Center, where our engineers go in with a mindset of, how do we help our customers 
improve their performance. 
 
We have the Lapeer, Michigan operation focused on the nuclear industry with five sales people in that 
office. We have a sales office in Suzhou, China with about 10 people that take care of China and 
Southeast Asia. And then elsewhere, we have a network of about 55 independent representatives to 
cover the other regions very effectively. 
 
We do think that the worst of the last three years of this downturn in the oil industry is behind us. The last 
quarter, the quarter before that, the quarter we are in now, we think represent the trough of this downturn 
based on our order trend and our backlog and the quality of orders in our backlog. We do think we’re 
bouncing off of the bottom and we’re entering into another expansion cycle. I can’t call the strength of that 
expansion cycle just yet, but we do think the worst of the downturn is behind us based on the order trend 
or quality of our bidding pipeline and how we see our backlog shaping up. 
 
Our long-term goals are to put our money to work to grow our business, strengthen our revenue, address 
earnings volatility by diversifying our revenue opportunities. Our cycle EBITDA margin target is to be 
somewhere in the upper teens, top of a cycle we move over 20%, bottom of the cycle we slide down to 
around 10% or a little bit below 10%. Cycle average recently has been in the mid-teens. And we’re 
targeting an ROIC, return on invested capital, of 12% or higher. 
 
With that, I’d like to open it up to the more important Q&A session. 
 
Q&A 
 
Question: Terrific. Thank you, Jim. I think I want to start with the behavioral differentiator you touched on 
in your presentation and the process improvement journey that you’ve led the company through over the 
last couple years. Can you talk about additional opportunities in front of you for cultural transformation at 
Graham? 
 
James R. Lines: Sure. Yeah, we’re still applying the QROC, Quick Response Office Cell, concept. We 
don’t believe we’ve derived full benefit of that. We’re looking to see how we move that more into the 
production environment as well and also the cultural mindset. This is not a transformation, I wouldn’t say. 
Transformation is too strong. It’s the evolution of our culture focusing squarely, as we always should, on 
our customer. 
 
What do they need from us? They value support, they value service, we have to have an attitude of 
servitude and a customer is not an inconvenience. A customer is someone we’re here to serve, making 
sure that every touch point within our organization, and we have a lot of people who touch customers – 
sales, our engineering folks, our quality folks, our operating folks – each one of those touch points is an 
experience to influence thought, shape perception and strengthen our brand. We’re making sure we’re 
pushing that down, our expectations, what a good experience should look like and driving that through 
our entire workforce to make sure the customer knows we are here to serve. 
 
And that’s actually taking a lot of root. I had a very nice compliment from a customer recently. We have 
secured a pretty large order. And this customer had a chance to touch a broad section of our workforce – 
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sales, preorder engineering, post-order engineering, manufacturing personnel – because it was a critical 
turnaround order. They probably touched about 20 people and they took the time to send a compliment to 
me saying I’ve never been exposed to a company like this, the way they’ve leaned forward, the way they 
cared about me and they put us first. I cannot describe another company that has exhibited similar 
behaviors. So I can feel very strongly that it’s working. 
 
Question: So that’s great. And I’m sorry, Jim, first of all thank you for coming. Your company offers, if I 
could, significant solutions, which at least from 30,000 feet would make the business rather lumpy at 
times. What’s the benefit for you being a public company knowing that you have this inherent, lumpiness 
in this business that sometimes is very, very good and sometimes there are pockets. 
 
James R. Lines: You described it very well. We do have a lumpy revenue cycle or a lumpy order cycle 
and we are cyclical within our cycles as well. We’re public, because of decisions that were made back in 
1968. I don’t find that to be a detriment. I’m proud to be a public company. It has not gotten into our way. 
Yeah, there are some costs associated with being a public company and some regulatory requirements. 
However, they force us to operate efficiently and have the right controls in our business. 
 
So I haven’t found being public to be a detriment. It hasn’t gotten in our way. We think of priorities. I would 
think about it rather simply and I hope this doesn’t come across wrong – our customer first, take care of 
the workforce, the shareholder will be rewarded over a long period of time. But we put a customer first, 
we put the team that gets the work done second and the shareholder in the end does get rewarded but 
not necessarily today. And I would operate no differently independently than that concept publicly. 
 
Question: Kind of ties into the idea, you have $75 million of cash on your balance sheet, it’s close to one-
third of your market cap, share repurchases may not make sense for you. Can you talk about what areas 
you look to deploy that capital in terms of M&A opportunities? 
 
James R. Lines: Sure. But we do have a fairly standard quarterly discussion at the board level around 
capital deployment. I can say the priority of our conversation is around M&A and putting that to work to 
diversify and broaden our revenue streams to add product, to add markets, to reduce earnings volatility. 
So our goal, in the Board’s mind and manager’s mind and my mind, is about putting that money to work to 
add product, add markets and to reduce earnings volatility. And we have a very disciplined process. 
We’ve been at this for a good while. We’ve seen some very good businesses. But we don’t fall in love 
easily. And when we fall in love, we make sure the numbers stand on their own and we don’t do an 
acquisition just because we fell in love. 
 
Question: I think that ties to the diversification strategy you began to undertake a few years ago and the 
company is currently benefiting from that. About half of your current backlog is tied to U.S. naval projects. 
Can you talk about what the margin looks like on those contracts relative to the overall company, as well 
as the timing of when they'll be recognized as revenue? 
 
James R. Lines: Sure. And that's good, because I want to offer another supplemental comment on using 
our capital for the naval strategy, more of an organic growth strategy. We put about $6 million to $7 
million to work through a facility expansion, machining and new modern tooling to support the naval 
strategy. That was part of putting our capital to work. The naval work tends to have a very exotic 
metallurgy, because of the nature of the type of environment it’s operating in. So it tends to have a higher 
COGS and a lower gross margin. But it tends to average up at the operating margin line. But it can pull 
down gross margin just by the nature of the type of product it is. 
 
Question: And when do we start seeing that flow through into revenue for the company? 
 
James R. Lines:  We've had our naval work, going back a few years, be between 5% and 10% of sales. 
With the year we’re ending now, it's been more between 15% and 20%. We think over the next five or six 
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years it is going to be in that range of 15% to 25% of sales. As our core work comes out, and the Navy is 
going up, so that percentage is going to be dampened by our core work expanding. 
 
Question: And it's a ways out from here by the recent talk about updating the U.S. nuclear arsenal, it 
does include the addition of new Navy submarines. How would you guys be position to try to compete for 
some of those awards? 
 
James R. Lines: Sure. That's actually very exciting. And we think that’s real with the conversations we're 
having with the shipyards that serve the Navy. Everyone's pretty excited about the new build program and 
the reality is the supply chain is not ready. And therefore there's some very deliberate conversations that 
are being had with the shipyards and Graham, of one of the products can we do, how would we get ready 
for that? What feeds our ops model? This is not going to arrive in backlog next week or next quarter, but 
over the next decade I would expect us to continue to grow that naval strategy with diversifying into 
additional products, because of the stronger build program to put in perspective there's roughly, round 
numbers, 300 vessels today in the naval program, they want to build that to 350. 
 
We're focused on the nuclear propelled vessels because that's where fabrication and quality in our ops 
model fit extraordinarily well and they now want to accelerate submarine programs and reduce the carrier 
schedules, how often they build an aircraft carrier. So that's putting immense strain into the supply chain, 
and I believe we’ll be a benefactor of that because we've done some things early to be ready. 
 
Question: Okay. How does outside of the U.S. look? Any geographic areas that you see an opportunity 
to deepen the company's penetration or established a hold in at this point? 
 
James R. Lines: Our view at this point has not been to set up bricks and mortar in the international 
markets just because there's been a wide variability in demand over the periods of time. So we've chosen 
to operate with a shared margin model. When working in China, for example, we’ll build locally, but we’ll 
build with a partner. And therefore we don't have to deal with a fixed asset base that's there whether there 
is strong demand or soft demand. That's been our strategy right now, to take market share, but not build 
an operation in an international area, not now. 
 
Question: Great. The company has seen recent strength in refining industry orders. Can you talk about 
what you expect to continue from here and order rates you might anticipate? 
 
James R. Lines: Sure. We had a very large influx of refining orders last quarter that ended in December. 
We had a $40 million bookings quarter, round numbers about $25 million of that was to the refining sector 
that came from four, five revamp the bottleneck projects that we feel are somewhat of a delayed 
procurement. That’s because things didn't happen one, two, three years ago during the very abrupt 
downturn, and that's what our thesis has always been is, they will get back to normal spending, and might 
actually accelerate some of the spending, because they delayed it for two or three years and we saw 
evidence of that. When they turned on the light, it was go fast, and go as fast as you possibly can, so this 
all came in a cluster. We're not expecting rebounding that will look similar in subsequent quarters, but we 
have found there to be a new vibrancy in the marketplace and a more willing intent to invest that we didn't 
see 12 months ago to 18 months ago in the refining space. 
 

Question: Great. 

 
James R. Lines: And we're excited about that. 
 
Analyst:  Great. Jim, thank you very much for being here. Thank you for your time. 
 
James R. Lines: Thank you. Thanks for your questions, and thanks for inviting me. 
 


